Directions for making the “Fan of the Capitol”

Name __________________________
I am a “fan of the Capitol” because:

1. Copy each of the two images onto heavy paper. Each student will get two pages—the front page and
   the back page.
2. On the front of the fan, have students write below the image of the capitol the words “Kansas State
   Capitol.” If they wish, students may color the image.
3. On the back of the fan (above) have each student write his or her name. On a real or virtual visit to
   the Capitol students can complete the lines.
4. Have students cut out both pages following the dashed lines.
5. Using a tongue depressor or craft stick as a handle for the fan. This will be sandwiched between the
   front and back pieces as they are glued together.
6. Center the handle stick and glue or tape it to the front piece (drawing of the Capitol).
7. Glue the back piece to the front piece with the stick sandwiched between both sheets.